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The inversion problem for differential equations of the form G(D,) =F(z) is 
studied. Here D, is a linear differential operator of order n having entire coeficients 
with the leading coefficient a polynomial whose zeros are suitably restricted. The 
function G is entire of order at most l/n, minimal type, and the function F is 
analytic in a neighborhood of an interval on the real axis. Conditions for obtaining 
an analytic solution W of the above equation are given. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the current note is to answer a question posed by Hille 
in a paper [2] on the solutions of differential equations of the form 
W,) w(z) = F(z), (1) 
where 
D,= i P,_,(z) W”‘(z) (2) 
/=O 
for n 2 2. The P, _ j are entire functions, real valued on the real axis, with 
PO & 0 a polynomial whose zeros are suitably restricted. The function G(w) 
is entire of order at most l/n and is of minimal type if the order is l/n. 
Moreover, we shall assume that G has only positive zeros in the interval 
[A, co), with A to be specified later. Let F(z) be analytic on a domain A 
which contains the interval (a, b) on which the eigenvalue problem (3) is 
defined. The problem is to solve Eq. (1) for W(z) such that W(z) is also 
analytic in A. This amounts to inverting the operator G(D,). To further 
explain the setting, we make use of various facts presented by Hille. 
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To start, let (a, b) be an interval on the real axis which is free of zeros 
of PO(z). On (a, b) we pose the eigenvalue problem 
D, W(z, A) = nW(z, 1). (3) 
Let Wj(x, A), for XE (a, b), denote the fundamental solutions of (3) 
satisfying the initial conditions 
W,!yXO,n) = Sjk, 
where x0 E (a, b), 1 < j< n, 0 <k < (n - 1). The functions Wj(x, A.) are 
entire functions of 1 of order l/n, mean type. The boundary conditions for 
the eigenvalue problem (3) may be either regular or singular and (a, b) 
may be either finite or infinite. In particular, if a, b are both finite and not 
singular points, then regular boundary conditions are used. If one of the 
finite endpoints is singular, assume that 
w, n), ..., W’“- “(x, 2) E &(a, b). 
If a or b is infinite and P,(z) is not constant, then assume that 
W(x, I) IPo(x)l -“‘, . . . . W+-‘)(x, 2) jPo(x)l -1’2~L,(u, b). 
Now, set 
W,,(z, /I) = W,!“‘(z, A) 
and form the matrix differential equation 
(W) w, 2) = A(z) W(z, A), 
where 
0 1 0 . . . 0 . 
A(z) = 
0010 ..f 0 
0 . . . 1 
-P,(z)+l-Pn-l(z) -P,(z) 
and 
r W,,ok A) . .. Wn,o(z, A) 1 
(4) 
W(z,A)= i 
1 wlJ--1(4 1) ... w+iz, 1)1. 
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Next, let F(t) & 0 be a function of bounded variation on [a, 61 and 
form 
H(A) = 1” W(f, 1) dF(t), 
0 
and let 
h(l) = det H(A). (5) 
Now, h(l) is entire having order at most l/n and mean type. Consider the 
regular boundary value problem 
(dldz) W(z, /I) = A(z) qz, A), h(l) = 0. (6) 
The eigenvalues 1, for Problem (6) are the zeros of h(l) and the eigenfunc- 
tions are the matrices W(z, 1,). Moreover, the entries Wj(z, 2,) of the first 
row of W(z, A) are solutions to (3). As Hille does, we make the following 
assumptions: 
I. All but a finite number of the eigenvalues 1, are real negative. 
II. The eigenfunctions oi(x) of D, are an orthogonal system, com- 
plete in &(a, b). 
III. There exists a bounded continuous function U on (a, 6) for 
which 
The eigenfunctions oj(z) for the operator D, are analytic functions of z 
in some domain A containing the finite interval [a, b]. Next, let A, be a 
finite domain containing [a, b] and contained in A and let F(A,) be the 
class of all functions analytic on A 1. 
Hille proved the following result in [2]: 
THEOREM A. Let {A,,, oj(x)} be the regular eigensystem for D, on 
[a, b]. Let A, be a bounded domain containing [a, b] and none of the zeros 
of P,(z). Zf (1) has a solution W(z) in F(A,) for every F(z) in F(A,), then 
there must exist positive numbers B and M such that 
B-’ d IG(&,)l GM 
for all n. 
In the case that (A,, oj} is a singular eigensystem for DZ, e.g., if 
(a, b) = ( - co, co), as Hille points out, Theorem A remains true provided 
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the class F(d,) is restricted to those functions whose Fourier coefficients 
exist as in (7) and (8), given below. 
Following Hille, we see that if (1) has a solution in F(d,), then we can 
form a Fourier expansion for W which is formally given 
W(X)- f wOjwj(x)' 
j=O 
The function F(x) has the expansion 
F(x)w f q"j(x)9 
j=O 
where Fj and Wo,j are related by 
G(Aj) Wo,j=E;I. 
We can therefore formally express W(x) as 
W(X) N f F,CG(~~,)-‘l mj(X), 
j=O 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
which lies in &(a, b) if and only if 
We assume that the positive zeros of G are larger than the largest real 
eigenvalue given in Assumption I. As G is entire of order at most l/n, 
minimal type, by surrounding the zeros { wk) of G(z) by disks 
D,= {w: Iw-w,J < IwkJ -2’“}, 
Hille [3, Chap. 141 proves that in the exterior of these disks G(w) satisfies 
[G(w)1 >exp( - /WI’/“). (11) 
Hille concludes that for the Fourier expansion in (10) to converge in 
L,(a, b), two results suffice. One is that the spectrum {Aj} lie outside the 
disks D,. The other is that the series 
jgo IFjexp(I~j11’n)12< a. (12) 
Hille’s question is: under what conditions is the solution W(x) to (1) 
extendable by analytic continuation to a function analytic in A,? 
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THEOREM 
We now answer Hille’s question. 
THEOREM. Assuming that the eigenfunctions oj in (7) and (8) are analytic 
functions in A,, the condition 
lim sup IF,exp(r (AjJ(‘,‘n)+E)I < 00 (13) 
/+a 
for every t > 0 and every E > 0 is sufficient for W(x) to extend by analytic 
continuation to a function analytic in the domain A, and is a solution to (1). 
Moreover, the condition 
(14) 
j=O 
for every z > 0 and every E, 0 < E -C l/n, is also sufficient. 
Proof: The eigenfunctions oj(z) can be expressed in terms of the 
fundamental solutions W,(z, Lj), . . . . W,- 1(z, Ij) by means of 
Wj(Z)=Oj(XO) W,(Z, 3Lj)+ .‘. +Oj”-“(X0) Wnpl(Z, 5). (15) 
Now, let K be a compact subset of A,. For all z E K, for every E > 0, and 
for each E= 1, . . . . n, there exist constants M, and N, such that 
1 W!(z, A)1 dM,exp(N, 1~l”‘“‘+“)~Mexp(N1~1”‘“‘+“)) 
where 
M=max{M,: 1 <l<n}, 
N=max(N,: 1 dl<n}. 
We obtain from (15) and Assumption III that 
lcoj(z)l < CM[lljl’l+ ... + lAjl”n-L] exp[N IJ.jl(“n)+E] 
for some constants C and ai = a,, j, . . . . a,, = a,, j. As the eigenvalues Aj are 
zeros of the function h(2) in (5), which has order l/n, mean type, by a 
standard fact in entire function theory [ 11, the exponent of convergence of 
the Lj is at most l/n. Consequently, for j sulhciently large, there exist 
constants fi, m such that 
loj(z)l <A2 IAjlal+ “. +OL”-lexp[iV I)lil(l/n)+E]. 
NOW, by (13), choose /J > !? such that for some constant P 
lFjl Q Pexp[(iV-p) lJil(lin)+c]. 
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In addition, for j sufficiently large, we have that 
exp(-p) I~jj((lln)+&)~IIZjI-(CII+ “‘ %l+d, 
where c > l/n. Therefore the series 
f I;iwjtz) 
j=O 
has the property that there exist constants D and J such that 
jFJ IJ”~j(z)l GD C l~jl-“, 
j,J 
which converges. Therefore, using (1 1 ), 
W(x) = f Fj[G(lj)] -’ wj(x) 
j=O 
admits analytic continuation into Kc A,. Hence, Condition (12) suffices to 
solve the problem. 
Finally, the condition 
f ]F,exp(r ]Ajl(11n)+E)12< co 
j=O 
implies that for given rl> 0 and for j sufficiently large 
lFj;.l 6 tj exp( --z jAj](‘/“)+E) 
for every E, 0 < E < l/n. The above argument may now be applied. 
In his paper [2], Hille states other interesting open questions regarding 
the convexity and connectivity of the domains of absolute convergence for 
eigenfunction expansions. These questions warrant further investigation. 
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